The 9900D UPS from Mitsubishi is a true on-line, double conversion three phase UPS that will protect your equipment from disruptions in power, such as brown-outs, line noise, voltage transients, and power outages.

Its modular design enables supplemental modules to be added over time as needed by increased capacity, making hyper-scale expansion faster, easier and more economical. The 9900D features industry leading power density and the latest in Mitsubishi Electric IGBT technology. Best in class technology increases UPS reliability and lowers total cost of ownership.

It is available at 1200kVA or 1250kVA and expandable to 1500, 1600, or 2000kVA sizes.

OUR SERVICES

With more than 250 certified technicians in the field, Mitsubishi Electric offers around the clock protection, keeping your operations safe against outages, grid decay and other crucial threats to the flow of business. Offerings include routine maintenance checks, priority demand on parts and service, and 24/7 communication with experienced technical support staff. Comprehensive maintenance inspections include UPS diagnostic reports, complete battery testing, and site hazard checks to keep your systems running at maximum efficiency. Other services include factory witness testing and collaborative engineering. With their highly skilled technicians, day and night technical support, and premier equipment, Mitsubishi Electric has the resources to keep customers safe from the unexpected.
The 9900D can be Expanded in 400kVA Increments from 1200kVA to a Maximum of 2000kVA

The 9900D is available in Black

NOTE: Above illustrations are not to scale.

IT’S TIME TO RETHINK YOUR UPS.

www.mitsubishicritical.com
UPSsales@meppi.com
800-887-7830
724-772-2555
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